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Making the right connection
Some six million visitors a year view
the Sistine Chapel, so tracking
through several galleries and passing
endless art treasures on your way to
Michelangelo’s masterpiece, is not
the time to have your head buried in
a guide book. We suggest connecting
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with LivItaly Tours to make the most
of your visit to the Sistine Chapel.
Smart planning Skipping the lines
and taking a direct route while
catching many of the collection
highlights are just some of the
advantages. Offering an early
entrance private tour of the Sistine or an afternoon visit timed to dodge
most of the crowds - their small group
tours (guaranteed to be no more
than 6 people) help you to spend
time within the city walls wisely - just
specify your interests and let LivItaly
tours do the rest. Insider track From
the moment you make contact you
feel that you’re in experienced
hands. Kristin, from the friendly
family team who own the company,

personally greets as many of the tour
groups as possible, it’s a personal
touch that continues - when a wellversed local guide shares information
and picks up on the interests of the
intimate group - allowing you to focus
on the artwork, not the crowds.
Beyond the Sistine Retrace your own
Italian adventure in the magnificent
gallery of maps, where 40 detailed
frescoes, from the 1580s, line the
walls; gaze at the gilded bronze
statue of Hercules or, enjoy tales of
life in one of the world’s smallest
sovereign states. Under the dome:
After visiting the Sistine and museum,
the tour continues in St Peter’s
Basilica where more facts are linked
together - creating a balanced and
memorable visit. Our Thoughts In the
last 30+ years we have visited the
Vatican several times, but we came
away from this tour saying ‘I didn’t
know that‘. So heads up - and out of
your guide book - we encourage you
to make the right connection, don’t
just visit Italy, arrange to LivItaly too!

